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Abstract—This paper analyzes the saturation throughput of a cognitive single hop WLAN overlaid on a primary IEEE 802.16e TDD
WiMAX network. After the contention among the secondary nodes, the winner node transmits its data packet in the empty slots of
downlink subframes of WiMAX. Regarding the OFDMA structure as well as time-scheduled resources in WiMAX, the time duration
of opportunities for the secondary network does not follow simple exponential on-off pattern. To model the dynamic behavior of
opportunities for secondary nodes as well as contentions to exploit the opportunities, we propose an analytical model comprised
of a discrete-time Markov chain and two inter-related open multi-class queueing networks. The effects of random number of empty
slots at different frames as the result of random amount of download data, random packet transmission time at WLAN due to random
opportunities in different frames, the dependency of the number of empty slots at consecutive WiMAX frames, and the details of
802.11 MAC protocol are included in our analytical approach. We compare the effect of two resource allocations, i.e., horizontal and
vertical striping on the saturation throughput of the cognitive WLAN. Simulation results confirm the accuracy of our analytical approach
in different conditions.
Index Terms—Cognitive network, multi-class queueing network, saturation throughput, WiMAX, WLAN.
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1 INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increasing popularity of wireless services,efficient use of frequency spectrum becomes more
important. Cognitive radio (CR) technology is able to
help in efficient use of the spectrum. In this respect, the
spectrum assigned to legitimate users (called primary
users (PUs)) is used by a second group of users (called
secondary or cognitive users (SUs/CUs)) in different
methods, e.g., overlay structure [1]. In a typical overlaid
cognitive network, SUs dynamically utilize empty parts
of the spectrum (i.e., spectrum holes) [2]. A part of the
spectrum is recognized as a spectrum hole by an SU
if it is not assigned to PUs, the corresponding PUs are
inactive temporarily, or it is used by PUs very far from
the SU. Until now different aspects of CR technology
including physical layer and MAC layer issues have
been studied in the literature with different scenarios for
primary and secondary networks.
Since the cognitive nodes have to be able to sense
and monitor the radio channels occupancy, one of the
important issues in physical layer topics is the sensing
process in secondary nodes. The sensing process strongly
depends on the activity pattern of primary users. One of
the consequences of sensing process is spectrum mobility
[1]. That is, an SU that opportunistically uses a fre-
quency channel needs to change that channel when the
corresponding channel is sensed as active. Considering
several problems in the sensing process, it would be
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useful to predict the spectrum usage of primary users. In
this respect, exploiting the information of time-frequency
allocation in the primary network is a very efficient
method. Fortunately, in some standards like WiMAX
and LTE, occupancy status of resource units is broadcast
periodically [3], so with secondary nodes able to detect
this signal, no sensing is needed. On the other hand,
regarding the wide usage of such wireless network
standards, they can be suitable choices for primary net-
works. One of the features of the aforementioned mobile
standards (i.e., WiMAX, LTE) reverts to their regular
frame structure, such that the time-frequency allocation
maps are updated and broadcast to all users at each
frame. Another feature of these standards is that they are
based on OFDMA. In fact, due to several advantages of
OFDMA (e.g., providing high spectral efficiency, excel-
lent coverage, higher data rates, and high performance
in fading environments), it has been selected as the
resource allocation scheme to users in the new mobile
standards [4]. In this technique, a combination of time
and frequency comprises the basic unit of the resources.
And based on the user requirements, different number
of resource units may be allocated to a specific user
at different frames. Hence, although the usual traffic
model for the activity status of each frequency channel
in primary networks is the on-off traffic model with
exponential on and off intervals (e.g., [5], [6], [7]), in
an OFDMA-based network (e.g., WiMAX or LTE) that
resources are allocated to PUs at each frame, the on/off
status of PUs are correlated and we need to consider
PUs, altogether, frame by frame. Moreover, we should
include the memory in resource allocation in consecutive
frames. Thus, the previous conventional analyses that
usually focus on the status of PUs separately are not
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2applicable anymore.
Up to now some research works have considered
OFDMA primary networks in a cognitive network sce-
nario. In [8] in order to solve the problem of white spots
in a WiMAX coverage area (the areas where no network
coverage is available for customers), a technique based
on the cognitive heterogeneous network is presented.
In [9] an OFDMA primary network like LTE and a
pair of secondary transmitter-receiver are assumed. The
interference between the primary and secondary nodes
is canceled by exploiting the null-space of the channel
from the secondary transmitter to the primary receiver
at a cost of knowing perfect CSI in the secondary trans-
mitter. In [10] the OFDMA spectrum occupancy under
different traffic models is simulated. Also impacts of
different resource unit allocation algorithms in WiMAX
(i.e., vertical, horizontal, and rectangular striping) on
SUs sensing process are discussed. In [11], by using
cognitive technology, a scheme for operation of an ultra-
wideband (UWB) device in WiMAX frequency band is
proposed, and detection and avoidance problems in this
system are investigated. In [12] the spectrum sensing
issue of the cognitive nodes in the presence of a WiMAX
primary network is explored and time and frequency
domain spectrum sensing techniques are compared by
simulation. In [13] the power control mechanism and
opportunistic interference cancellation in the secondary
network is investigated in an underlay spectrum usage
model with a WiMAX primary network. In [14] classi-
fication of OFDM signals of the OFDM-based primary
networks (e.g., mobile WiMAX and LTE) is investigated.
A cognitive radio-based resource allocation in a WiMAX
macro-femto two tier network is proposed in [15].
In addition to most of the aforementioned works
that focus on the sensing process in an OFDMA-based
primary networks (e.g., WiMAX), in some papers the
transmitted information about the situation of the spec-
trum holes in the primary OFDMA network is exploited
to avoid the sensing process difficulties. In [16] the
authors have proposed two cognitive MAC protocols in
the presence of an IEEE 802.16 primary network. In this
work, SUs hear the resource allocation maps (DL/UL-
MAP) broadcast by the WiMAX base station (BS); hence,
they know the empty slots of the coming frame without
sensing. Two access protocols (ordinated approach and
contention approach) have been evaluated in terms of
delay and throughput by simulation. The contention ap-
proach is based on CSMA/CA technique where the user
with a packet to send waits a random number of frames
before the transmission begins. In [17] an opportunistic
spectrum access algorithm for secondary users in the
presence of a mobile WiMAX primary network is pro-
posed. In this structure, SUs are aware of spectrum holes
by overhearing DL/UL-MAP. Efficiency of the algorithm
with a WiMAX primary and secondary network is in-
vestigated by simulation. In this scenario, base station
of secondary network acts as the secondary decision
center, which hears the DL/UL-MAP and according to
the proposed algorithm assigns white spaces to SUs.
In [18], the authors have considered a time-scheduled
primary network, e.g., mobile WiMAX, and proposed
a simple analytical model to calculate the saturation
throughput of a WLAN secondary network overlaid on
the primary network. In that scenario, WLAN nodes use
empty slots of downlink (DL) subframes of WiMAX to
send their packets. Although the analysis in [18] leads
to sufficiently accurate results for FDD mode, in TDD
mode the results have non-negligible errors.
From a different point of view, in many papers the
coexistence of a cellular network (e.g., WiMAX) and a
WLAN in a heterogeneous network has been investi-
gated [19], [20]. However, in our considered scenario,
we investigate the coexistence of a WLAN network with
a WiMAX network, where the WLAN users opportunis-
tically use the empty slots of DL subframes of WiMAX.
In this paper, we focus on a cognitive network sce-
nario, consisting of an IEEE 802.16e mobile WiMAX
primary network in the PMP (point-to-multipoint) mode
and a WLAN secondary network that uses the empty
slots of DL subframes of WiMAX to send its packets.
Secondary nodes use IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to ac-
cess the total empty slots (see Fig. 1) in DL subframes. It
is also assumed that secondary nodes are able to hear the
DL-MAP signal at the beginning of each frame, thus they
know the situation of empty slots of DL subframes. Due
to the frame structure of the primary network and the
method of resource allocation to different primary users,
it is not possible to model the activity of individual fre-
quency channels. Instead, we model the dynamic status
of all downlink time-frequency resources of the primary
network by considering the service requests of all pri-
mary users at each frame. To this end, we use a discrete-
time Markov chain, which represents the packet arrival
process in the buffer at the BS of the primary network
as well as the transmission over the limited number of
slots in each upcoming frame. Although our modeling
approach for primary network is similar to [18], there
are significant differences in using the components of
the Markov chain in our analysis. In fact, due to random
nature of packet arrival process in the WiMAX BS, there
are random number of empty slots in DL subframes.
Moreover, the number of empty slots at consecutive DL
subframes is correlated, because if the resources are not
sufficient to send all buffered data in WiMAX BS during
the upcoming frame, remaining data will be transmitted
in next frames. These two subtleties have not been
considered in [18]. Moreover, our analytical approach for
the performance evaluation of the secondary network
is very detailed compared with the approach in [18],
leading to more exact results in 802.16e TDD mode (the
maximum mismatch error between analytical results and
simulations is reduced from more than 18% to less than
3%). Also, we have compared the saturation throughput
of an SU in our scenario with an algorithm similar to
the contention-based MAC algorithm proposed in [16].
The results show a noticeable improvement in saturation
3throughput of an SU in our considered scenario.
Succinctly, the main contributions of our analysis in
this paper can be summarized as in the following:
1) Modeling the dynamic nature of resources in DL
subframes and including the random number of
empty slots in performance evaluation of the sec-
ondary network,
2) Proposing an open multi-class queueing network
(called as QN (1)) [21] to pursue the time sequence of
transmission process of WLAN packets (including
contention among SUs) with high accuracy (see Fig.
1),
3) Proposing another open multi-class queueing net-
work (called as QN (2)) to find some time parameters
in the previous queueing network, e.g., average
packet transmission time for SUs, with respect to
random nature of opportunities,
4) Deriving the saturation throughput of the cognitive
network, i.e., the minimum rate of packet arrivals
such that the secondary network is in the border of
instability.
It is worth noting that maximum saturation through-
put of a cognitive network scenario is one of the im-
portant decision-making parameters in investment on
cognitive network development. In fact, it can be used as
an important parameter to estimate the maximum num-
ber of SUs to be supported with a minimum required
throughput.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we describe the cognitive network scenario which
includes primary and secondary network characteristics.
Section 3 presents the proposed analytical model for the
primary network. In Section 4 the analytical model for
the secondary network is described which consists of the
queueing network representing the packet transmission
process and the queueing network for derivation of the
average packet transmission time. Section 5 is dedicated
to numerical results to show the accuracy of the pro-
posed model compared to simulations and Section 6
concludes the paper.
2 COGNITIVE NETWORK SCENARIO
In this section, we explain the characteristics of primary
and secondary networks. We consider a cognitive net-
work consisting of an IEEE 802.16e WiMAX primary
network and cognitive nodes which opportunistically
utilize empty slots of DL subframes of WiMAX. In fact,
secondary network consists of WLAN nodes that send
their packets to the access point (AP) based on IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol using the frequency spectrum holes
(empty slots) of WiMAX.
2.1 Primary Network
As stated before, based on several advantages of
OFDMA it is used in IEEE 802.16e standard. WiMAX
frames are divided into symbols in time domain and or-
thogonal subcarriers in frequency domain. Slot is the re-
source allocation unit in IEEE 802.16e, which consists of
a subchannel (comprised of a few subcarriers) over a few
OFDM symbols [22]. The arrangement of subcarriers in
a subchannel and the number of time symbols in a slot is
dependent on the type of OFDMA permutation scheme
[4]. It is assumed that PUSC (partial usage of subchan-
nels) subchannelization method is used in the mobile
WiMAX primary network [10], [23]. In PUSC, which
is the most commonly used subchannelization method
[24], subchannels are formed by subcarriers distributed
pseudo-randomly over the entire bandwidth. Hence this
method of subchannelization can exploit frequency and
interference diversity [3]. Since the subcarriers at each
slot are distributed through the whole bandwidth, the
average channel quality at different slots is assumed to
be the same, leading to the same average number of
bits transmittable at each slot. In other words, although
the fading state of each subcarrier may be different,
regarding the frequency distance between them, their
states are considered to be independent of each other,
so we can assume a similar average channel condition
for each slot of WiMAX.
Although both TDD and FDD duplexing modes are
supported in the standard, due to inefficiency of FDD
in asymmetric data services, TDD mode is the preferred
one in new mobile WiMAX profiles [4]. So TDD mode
is considered in our scenario. In 802.16e standard, TDD
mode is capable of adaptive adjustment of downlink
to uplink ratio to support asymmetric downlink/uplink
traffic. Usually in wireless networks, the offered traffic
load in downlink direction is much more than uplink,
hence the size of downlink subframes is usually larger
than uplink subframes and consequently there may
be more opportunities in DL subframes for secondary
nodes. On the other hand, regarding the importance
of downlink traffic, we have assumed that uplink sub-
frames are considered to be small as much as possi-
ble to be matched with upload requirements of users.
Therefore the number of empty slots at UL subframes
is considered not to be noticeable. Consequently, UL
subframes lead to interruptions in secondary packet
transmissions. Regarding a stationary traffic load for up-
link and downlink, a fixed DL to UL ratio is considered
in our analysis; however, the DL to UL ratio can be
flexible and dynamic in WiMAX standard. It is worth
noting that in the case of exploiting UL opportunities
as well, with respect to different characteristics of DL
and UL traffic, we need more details in our modeling
approach. It will be explained briefly in Section 4.
In our scenario, we consider the random nature of
opportunities based on horizontal and vertical striping
algorithms [10] as the resource allocation algorithms of
WiMAX. Furthermore, in the case of other mapping
algorithms, e.g., rectangular one, we assume that the
empty slots of a DL subframe are distributed uniformly
over the entire DL subframe in time and frequency
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Fig. 1: Random number of empty slots in the horizontal sriping and an example of time sequence of packet transmission in the
secondary network.
spectrum.
2.2 Secondary Network
In the considered scenario, similar WLAN nodes form
the secondary network. The nodes are within the trans-
mission range of each other and the packet genera-
tion process at all cognitive nodes are independent and
identical. Secondary users contend with each other in a
control channel (out of WiMAX frequency band) based
on IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in a 4-way handshaking
mode (RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK) to access the opportu-
nities in DL subframes of WiMAX. In our considered
scenario, the backoff and contention processes among
the secondary nodes are independent of WiMAX frame
structure. This scenario leads to increased spectrum
efficiency; while in [16] a complete frame of WiMAX
(with possible free resources) is considered as a backoff
unit. Moreover, in our scenario there is no need for
synchronization between control signals of SUs (i.e., RTS,
CTS, ACK) and WiMAX time symbols.
We focus on the MAC layer issues in this paper, so
the necessary physical layer compatibilities as well as
physical layer impairments are ignored. Indeed, noting
that the winner SU uses empty slots of the DL subframes
of WiMAX to send its packets, we have assumed that
SUs exploit OFDM technique for their transmissions.
So it is possible to use several non-contiguous slots in
a transmission. Following each contention, the winner
node exploits all empty slots to send its fixed size pack-
ets. Since the frame control section of the WiMAX frame
which is used to send control information for users is not
encrypted [25], [26], all SUs are able to overhear the DL-
MAP signal broadcast at the onset of each frame, so they
are aware of empty slots at each DL subframe without
any need for a sensing process. In this case PUs and
WiMAX base station operation are not affected by SUs
activities. Obviously, if DL/UL-MAP is not detectable at
SUs (e.g., is encrypted), the scenario needs sensing the
opportunities of each frame that is not within the scope
of this paper.
Since we focus only on DL opportunities, if the con-
tention between secondary users ends during a UL sub-
frame, the winner user should wait until the beginning of
the next DL subframe to start data transmission in empty
slots of that frame. In addition, if sending the packet
is not finished in the current frame, it resumes in the
next frame (without any contention) after an interruption
during the UL subframe. Obviously, dependent upon
the number of empty slots of frames and size of the
packets, such interruptions may be experienced several
times during a packet transmission which should be
considered in the packet transmission time of secondary
nodes. Consequently, packet transmission time also de-
pends on the time instant when it has begun (see Fig.
1). Besides, since the number of empty slots at each DL
subframe is dependent upon the amount of PUs data
to be downloaded on one hand, and the starting instant
of SU packet transmission is distributed through the DL
subframe on the other hand, each packet transmission
prolongs a random number of OFDM symbols. There-
fore, the bottleneck for the throughput of the secondary
network is collision among secondary nodes as well as
the limited opportunities in the DL subframe of WiMAX.
Thus, analytical modeling of packet transmission is of
crucial importance. In order to facilitate following the
analytical model in next sections, a brief description of
variables is presented in Table 1.
3 ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR PRIMARY NET-
WORK
To evaluate the performance of the cognitive network
scenario, we need to model the random nature of avail-
able resources, i.e., empty slots, in the primary network.
As indicated in the previous section, the secondary pack-
ets are transmitted through empty slots in DL subframes.
So the status of empty slots affects the packet transmis-
sion time. In this section, we explain the analytical model
employed for modeling the primary network in order to
5TABLE 1: Description of Symbols
Symbol Description
P Transition probability matrix of the Markov chain in Fig. 2
Pij Transition probability from state i to state j of the Markov chain in Fig. 2
Pk The probability of arrival of k packets during a frame to the WiMAX BS
λp Average of packet arrival rate to WiMAX BS
M The total number of slots in DL subframe
N The number of required slots to transmit all packets of a full WiMAX BS buffer
SP The number of required slots to transmit a WiMAX packet
SS The number of required slots to transmit a WLAN packet
CB Size of the finite buffer at WiMAX BS in number of packets
pi Steady state probability vector of the Markov chain in Fig. 2
W0 Initial contention window size in the WLAN
m The number of maximum backoff stages in the WLAN
P (I), P (C), P (S) Probabilities of idle, collision, and successful transmission time slots, respectively.
T (I), T (C) Time duration of idle and collision transmission time slots, respectively.
Ksym The number of time symbols over a WiMAX frame
Ksym,DL The number of time symbols over a DL subframe of WiMAX
ru,u
′
l,l′ The probability that a class-l customer from node u is routed as a class-l
′ customer to node
u′ in the open queueing networks in Figs. 4 and 5
ru,outl,l′ The probability that a class-l customer from node u is routed as a class-l
′ customer to out of
the queueing networks in Figs. 4 and 5
rout,ul The probability that a class-l customer is routed to node u from out of the queueing network
in Fig. 5
Pcol The collision probability for a WLAN user
τul The average service time of a class-l customer at node u in Figs. 4 and 5
TRTS , TCTS , TACK The required times to send RTS, CTS, and ACK signal in the control channel, respectively.
Tˆ T in number of WiMAX time symbol
ν The number of time symbols in a slot of WiMAX
fu(i) a function that denotes the number of empty slots of DL subframe of WiMAX along the
frame
γi The average time that sending a WLAN packet in the empty slots of WiMAX prolongs, when
it has been started at the i-th symbol over the WiMAX frame
βi,i′ The probability that an SU packet transmission which has been started at the i-th symbol
over the WiMAX frame ends at the i′-th symbol of a frame
αul The arrival rate of class-l customers at node u in the queueing networks in Figs. 4 and 5
αu,outl The departure rate of class-l customer from node u to out of the queueing networks in Figs.
4 and 5
ρ The average number of customers at the queueing network in Fig. 4
ρu The average number of customers at node u at the queueing network in Fig. 4
λl Class-l customer arrival rate at the queueing networks in Fig. 4 and 5
λ Total customer arrival rate at the queueing network in Fig. 4
eu Total empty slots in a DL subframe which node k in queueing network in Fig. 5 represents
eures Residual empty slots of a DL subframe (represented by node u) for a packet transmission
starting at the x-th symbol
Tframe Time duration of a WiMAX frame
Tsym Time duration of a time symbol in a WiMAX frame
TDL Time duration of the DL subframe in a WiMAX frame
R Downlink to uplink subframe ratio
find the statistical properties of the number of empty
slots in DL subframes of WiMAX.
Considering the fact that in PUSC subchannelization
method, subcarriers of one subchannel is distributed
over the entire bandwidth, we have assumed the number
of bits transmitted in one slot (called as data unit in this
paper) is fixed. It is also assumed that the fixed size
packets (comprised of Sp data units) of all PUs arrive at a
limited buffer located at BS, with a Poisson distribution.
In this case by arrival of one packet at the BS there is
a batch increase in the number of required slots in the
upcoming frame. Therefore, we are able to consider a
discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) (Fig. 2) in order to
represent the status of empty slots at DL subframes. In
[18], arrival of data units is assumed to be Poisson which
is a simplified and non-practical assumption. It is worth
noting that considering more general arrival processes
such as batch Markov arrival process for packets can be
included in our model; however, for the sake of simplic-
ity and focusing on the interactions between secondary
and primary networks a Poisson process is considered
for the packet arrivals at the primary network.
In the Markov chain in Fig. 2, each state represents the
number of slots required to transmit the packets stored in
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Fig. 2: Markov chain used for modeling the primary network.
the BS buffer at the beginning of a frame. The number of
packets in the buffer at the beginning of a specific frame
is dependent on the number of recently arrived packets
during the last frame as well as the number of packets
existed in the buffer at the beginning of the last frame.
By solving global balance equations (GBE) of the Markov
chain, we are able to derive the probability mass function
(pmf) of the number of empty slots in DL subframes.
GBE of this Markov chain is written as
piP = pi, (1)
for i = 0, ..., b MSP cSP :{
Pi,kSP = Pk; k=0,...,CB−1
Pi,N =
∑∞
j=CB
Pj
, (2)
for i = d MSP eSP , ..., N :
Pi,i−M+kSP = Pk; k=0,...,bN+M−iSP c;
i−M+kSP 6=N,
Pi,N =
∑∞
j=dN+M−iSP e
Pj ,
(3)
where P is the transition probability matrix of the
Markov chain, Pi,j is the transition probability from state
i to state j, Pk is the probability of arrival of k packets
during a frame, SP is the number of slots needed for the
transmission of a primary packet and pi represents the
steady state probability vector. N equals CBSP where
CB is the size of the finite buffer at BS in number of
packets and finally M is the total number of slots in a DL
subframe. Obviously, if the number of packets arriving at
a frame is very large, packet overflow occurs and some of
them will be blocked. After solving (1), the steady state
probability mass function for the buffer status is derived.
Since the number of empty slots at consecutive frames
are dependent, exploiting the steady state probability of
the above Markov chain cannot be employed efficiently.
In the next section, we include the structure of the
above Markov chain (consisting of the state transition
probabilities) in a multi-class open queueing network,
to derive the secondary packet transmission time.
It is worth noting that the arrival of a fixed size packet
to the buffer of the WiMAX BS causes a batch increase in
the allocated slots of the coming frames. Thus, we could
include variable size packets for WiMAX by changing
the transition probabilities of the proposed Markov chain
according to the probability mass function for the num-
ber of slots the batch requires to be transmitted.
Provide a Markov chain model which is used to represent the status of the primary 
network resources clarifying the dynamic behavior in primary resources variation along 
consecutive frames 
(𝜆𝑝) 
(𝑃) 
       Employed in routing probabilities of the queueing network (𝑄𝑁(2)) which is 
used to estimate the secondary packet transmission time 
Solving the traffic equations of this queueing network recursively for each 𝑖, the 
average transmission time of a typical SU’s packet (𝛾𝑖) and the pmf of ending time 
symbol (𝛽𝑖,𝑖′) of a packet transmission with a specific starting time are obtained. 
𝑃
𝛽𝑖,𝑖′,𝛾𝑖  
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𝛽𝑖,𝑖′  
          Employed in average service time of nodes 𝑉𝑆𝑖 and 𝑇𝑅 in this queueing network 𝛾𝑖  
𝜆𝑠𝑎𝑡 
transition probability matrix 
primary network packet arrival rate   
(𝑁𝑠) number of secondary nodes 
Solve the traffic equations for this queueing network recursively to obtain the saturation 
throughput of SUs (𝜆𝑠𝑎𝑡) 
Fig. 3: The sequence of analysis stages for deriving the satura-
tion throughput of secondary network.
4 ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR SECONDARY
NETWORK
In this section, we present our analytical approach to
model the behavior of the secondary WLAN nodes and
packet transmission process at SUs. First, we explain our
proposed multi-class open queueing network (QN (1))
used to model the packet transmission process in WLAN
nodes based on IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. Second, in
order to find some parameters of this network (some
routing probabilities and service times), we propose
another queueing network (QN (2)) that its parameters
include the transitions among the states of the Markov
chain corresponding to primary network. A flowchart
explaining the overall proposed analytical model to ob-
tain the saturation throughput of the secondary network
is presented in Fig. 3.
4.1 Proposed Queueing Network Representing the
Packet Transmission Process
We propose an open multi-class queueing network to
represent the behavior of a typical secondary user as
in Fig. 4. This queueing network is in fact an extended
version of the model used in [6], [18]. Each node of this
queueing network characterizes a stage in the packet
transmission process with respect to details of IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol (i.e., backoff, RTS/CTS, data trans-
mission, and ACK) [27]. In the assumed MAC protocol
a user who has a packet to send, sets a random number
uniformly distributed in [0,W0 − 1] and after each time
slot1 it counts down if RTS signal is not sent by another
SU. Otherwise the downcounting resumes when the
last transmission process has completed, i.e., CTS time-
out happens or ACK signal is sent. When the counter
1. To avoid confusion between slot in WiMAX network and slot in
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, we use the term time slot when 802.11
MAC protocol is considered (in fact, as indicated in Section 2.1, slot in
WiMAX is the combination of a number of subcarriers and a number
of OFDM time symbols).
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Fig. 4: Open queueing network model (QN (1)) representing the
packet transmission process at a typical SU.
reaches zero, the backoff stage ends then RTS signal is
sent. If RTS signal is collided with another RTS signal,
the contention window size is doubled. And after m
collisions the contention window size remains constant.
If RTS signal is sent successfully, CTS signal is sent back
and sending the packet in empty slots of WiMAX frame
begins.
In the proposed queueing network each node is an
M/G/∞ node [28] (see Fig. 4). Customers in this queue-
ing network are SU packets that have to be transmit-
ted. Node V Sn models the time spent in each virtual
time slot corresponding to n-th backoff stage. In 802.11
MAC protocol three types of time slots, i.e., idle (I),
collision (C), and successful transmission (S), occur with
probability P (I),P (C), and P (S), respectively [27]. Since
the secondary nodes are considered to be saturated,
parameters P (I),P (C), and P (S) are computed similar to
[18] and [27].
Customers entering node V Sn have triple classes
(i, j, k). i represents time symbol, i.e., it shows number
of current time symbol over the frame. Thus, i can be
between 1 and Ksym, where Ksym is the number of
time symbols over a WiMAX frame. In fact i enables
us to trace the regular time structure of the frames.
j indicates the type of virtual time slot (i.e., I, C, S).
Finally, k is a counter that indicates the number of
remaining time slots for the backoff counter to reach
zero. Routing probabilities and average service times of
different classes of customers in node V Sn are written
as (1 ≤ n ≤ m, j = I, C, S, 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ Ksym, 1 ≤ k ≤
Wn−1 − 1)
rV Sn,V Sn
(i,I,k),(i+Tˆ (I),j,k−1) = P
(j), (4)
rV Sn,V Sn
(i,C,k),(i+Tˆ (C),j,k−1) = P
(j), (5)
rV Sn,V Sn(i,S,k),(i′,j,k−1) = P
(j)βi+TˆRTS+TˆCTS ,i′−TˆACK , (6)
τV Sn(i,I,k) = T
(I), (7)
τV Sn(i,C,k) = T
(C), (8)
τV Sn(i,S,k) = TRTS + TCTS + γi+TˆRTS+TˆCTS + TACK , (9)
where Wn = 2nW0, r
u,u′
l,l′ is the probability that a class-l
customer from node u is routed as a class-l′ customer to
node u′, and τul is the average service time of a class-l
customer in node u. T (I) and T (C) are time duration of
idle and collision time slots, respectively [18]. Moreover,
TRTS , TCTS , and TACK are the times needed to send
RTS, CTS, and ACK signals in the control channel,
respectively. Tˆ is T in number of WiMAX time symbols.
γi is the average time that sending a secondary packet in
the empty slots of the primary network prolongs, when
the transmission has been started at the i-th symbol over
a WiMAX frame. And βi,i′ is the probability that an SU
packet transmission which has been started at the i-th
symbol over a WiMAX frame ends at the i′-th symbol
of the same or another frame. Since secondary wireless
nodes are assumed to be saturated, following the end of
packet transmission process at each node, the transmis-
sion process (including backoff stages, RTS/CTS, data,
and ACK) of another packet begins instantaneously.
Moreover, routing probabilities and service times not
included in (4)-(9), equal zero.
Service time of node RTSi is the time needed to
send RTS packet in the control channel. Upon successful
transmission of RTS packet, CTS packet is sent back via
receiver and transmission of packets in the remaining
empty slots of the current frame begins provided that
the current time instant is not within a UL subframe;
otherwise, packet transmission starts at the onset of the
next DL subframe (see Fig. 1). Finally sending ACK sig-
nal by receiver indicates the end of packet transmission.
The customers entering nodes RTSi, CTSi, TR, and
ACK are single-class customers such that their classes
represent corresponding time symbol of their arrival
instants. The routing probabilities in these nodes can be
written as
rV Sn,RTSn(i,j,k),(i) =
{
1 ; k = 0
0 ; o.w. ; 1≤n≤m, (10)
rRTSn,CTSn
(i),(i+TˆRTS)
= 1− Pcol; 1≤n≤m, (11)
r
RTSn,V Sn+1
(i),(i+TˆRTS ,j,k)
= PcolP
(j) 1
Wn
;
1≤n≤m−1
0≤k≤Wn−1
, (12)
rCTSn,TR
(i),(i+TˆCTS)
= 1; 1≤n≤m, (13)
rRTSm,V Sm
(i),(i+TˆRTS ,j,k)
= PcolP
(j) 1
Wm−1
; 0≤k≤Wm−1−1, (14)
rTR,ACK(i),(i′) = βi,i′ , (15)
rACK,out
(i),(i+TˆACK)
= 1, (16)
where in (10)-(16) j = I, C, S, 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ Ksym, ru,outl,l′
is the probability that a class-l customer from a typical
node u is routed as a class-l′ customer to out of the
queueing network, i.e., when the packet transmission
8process completes, the corresponding time symbol is l′,
and Pcol is the probability of collision among SUs, which
is obtained similar to [18] and [27].
In addition to service times of nodes V Sn, the average
service times of different classes in the other queueing
nodes can also be written as (1 ≤ n ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ Ksym)
τRTSni = TRTS , τ
CTSn
i = TCTS , (17)
τTRi = γi, τ
ACK
i = TACK .
Due to deterministic service time of customers in nodes
RTSi, CTSi, and ACK, the corresponding average
service times are obtained straightforwardly. However
in node TR, each packet transmission with different
starting time instants will have different average time
duration due to UL interrupts and random number of re-
sources. The random nature in number of empty slots in
WiMAX frames and its correlation in consecutive frames
would cause some complexities. Thus, to calculate γi and
βi,i′ for all i, i′ we propose another queueing network
that is explained in detail in the next subsection.
By solving traffic equations of QN (1), we are able to
find the arrival rate of customers with different classes
at each node. Thus, regarding the average service time
at each node for different customers, we will be able
to derive the traffic intensity (i.e., product of arrival
rate by the average service time [28]) of each node
equivalent to the average number of customers at that
node. Considering the saturation status of secondary
nodes, traffic equation for node V S1 is written as (1 ≤
i ≤ Nsym, j = I, C, S, 0 ≤ k ≤W0 − 1)
αV S1(i,j,k) = λ(i,j,k) +
∑
(i′,j′,k′)
αV S1(i′,j′,k′)r
V S1,V S1
(i′,j′,k′),(i,j,k); (18)
λ(i,j,k) = P
(j)(
1
W0
αACK,outi ), (19)
where αul denotes the arrival rate of class-l customers at
node u. The first term in (18) shows the rate of arrivals
from exogenous world with time class (i, j, k), which due
to saturation is equal to the rate of outgoing customers
from the queueing network at the time instant i as in
(19), where αu,outl denotes the departure rate of class-l
customer from node u to out of the queueing network,
i.e.,
αu,outl =
∑
l′
αul′r
u,out
l′,l . (20)
And for the other nodes in general we have
αul =
∑
u′
∑
l′
αu
′
l′ r
u′,u
l′,l . (21)
Note that the traffic equations of this queueing network
have to be solved iteratively, considering the depen-
dency between the arrival rate of customers from exoge-
nous world to the queueing network (λ(i,j,k)) and the
rate of outgoing customers from the queueing network.
Using M/G/∞ nodes indicates that different packets
at each SU may be sent in parallel. Since in reality,
the packets are transmitted one-by-one at each SU and
QN (1) represents the packet transmission process, we
confine the packet arrival rate at the queueing network
(λ =
∑
(i,j,k) λ(i,j,k)) such that the average number of
customers at the queueing network be kept smaller than
one. Thus,
ρ =
m∑
n=1
(ρV Sn +ρRTSn +ρCTSn) +ρTR +ρACK < 1, (22)
where ρV Sn , ρRTSn , ρCTSn , ρTR, and ρACK denote the
traffic intensities of nodes V Sn, RTSn, CTSn, TR, and
ACK, respectively. The traffic intensity of a typical node
u in the queueing network can be expressed as
ρu =
∑
l′
αul′τ
u
l′ . (23)
Since all Ns cognitive nodes are similar and the queue-
ing network in Fig. 4 represents a typical cognitive
node, in order to find the saturation throughput of the
secondary network, the average number of customers
in the queueing network is considered equal to one.
Thus, the saturation throughput is the minimum rate of
packet arrivals at a typical cognitive node such that the
queueing network is saturated, that is,
λsat = minλ |ρ=1 . (24)
Obviously, the saturation throughput of the secondary
network equals Λsat = Nsλsat.
In addition, by solving the traffic equations we are able
to analytically estimate the probability mass function
of the starting time instant of packet transmission at a
typical frame which is proportional to the arrival rate
of customers of different classes at node TR. It is worth
noting that in [18] the distribution of the starting time
of packet transmission over a frame is assumed to be
uniform, which is not necessarily true.
4.2 Proposed Queueing Network for Derivation of
Packet Transmission Time
As explained before, in order to evaluate the saturation
throughput of SUs, we need to find the service time
of different nodes and routing probabilities in QN (1).
In this part, we compute the parameters γi and βi,i′ in
(6), (15), and (17). γi denotes the average transmission
time of SU packets, when the transmission has started
at the i-th time symbol over a frame and βi,i′ is the
probability that the packet transmission started at the
i-th time symbol, ends at the i′-th time symbol (not
necessarily in the same frame).
In order to evaluate γi and βi,i′ , we propose a new
multi-class open queueing network (QN (2)), comprised
of M/G/∞ nodes as in Fig. 5. In QN (2) each queueing
node corresponds to a specific status of the buffer at the
BS in the primary network at the beginning of a frame,
similar to the states of the Markov chain presented in
Section 3 (Fig. 2). In other words, each queueing node
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Fig. 5: The proposed multi-class queueing network for transmissions starting at the ith symbol (QN (2)).
indicates the corresponding number of empty slots in the
current DL subframe. For example, node u represents a
DL subframe with eu = max(M −u, 0) total empty slots,
where u = 0, 1, ..., N .
The customers in this queueing network are the SU
packets that should be transmitted in empty slots (after
a contention is finished). In other words, arrivals at this
queueing network are the packets arrived at node TR
of the first queueing network depicted in Fig. 4. So, the
time symbols corresponding to the arrival instants of
customers have been embedded in their classes.
The customers entering to QN (2) have class (i, SS),
where i denotes the time symbol when the packet trans-
mission starts (it is important to note that here start
of packet transmission means the end of contention
among SUs, thus i can be throughout the whole frame
including the UL subframe, i.e., 1 ≤ i ≤ Ksym) and
SS is the number of slots needed to transmit an SU
packet. Therefore, in the queueing network in Fig. 5 a
customer of class (x, s) arriving at node u represents
a packet whose transmission starts (or resumes when
it is not transmitted completely in the previous DL
subframe) at the x-th symbol in a frame with eu total
empty slots in DL subframe while s slots are needed to
complete its transmission. If residual empty slots of the
current frame for a customer with class (x, s) (eures(x))
are not sufficient to complete the packet transmission,
the class of the customer becomes (0, s − eures(x)) and
is routed to another node. Class (0, s− eures(x)) specifies
that the corresponding packet transmission continues at
the onset of the current frame. This customer is routed
among the nodes in the queueing network until the
required slots reaches zero.
Assume that fu(i), i = 1, 2, ..., Ksym,DLν , is a function that
denotes the number of empty slots at the i-th column of
DL subframe (see Fig. 1). Obviously, for vertical striping,
fu(.) for initial columns in which all slots are occupied
equals zero. If ν is the number of time symbols in a slot
and Ksym,DL denotes the number of time symbols in a
DL subframe, we define
lu(x,s) = mind xν e+1≤j≤
Ksym,DL
ν
j, (25)
s.t.
j∑
i=d xν e+1
fu(i)− s ≥ 0.
In fact lu(x,s) indicates the number of the column of slots
in which the transmission of the packet with class (x, s)
in the current frame ends. Thus, the average service time
of the customers with a typical class (x, s) at node u
(τu(x,s)) in the case of horizontal and vertical stripings
are obtained by
τu(x,s) =

Tsymν
lu(x,s)−(d xν e+1)+
s−∑lu(x,s)−1
i=d x
ν
e+1 f
u(i)
fu(lu
(x,s)
)
;
if lu(x,s) exists
Tframe−xTsym; o.w.
, (26)
where Tsym and Tframe denote time duration of a time
symbol and a WiMAX frame, respectively. Furthermore,
in various rectangular striping algorithms in WiMAX,
by assuming that empty slots of DL subframes are
distributed uniformly over the entire DL subframe, the
residual empty slots in the current frame (eures(x)) and
τu(x,s) are given by (1 ≤ x ≤ Ksym)
eures(x) =
TDL − xTsym
TDL
eu, (27)
τu(x,s) =
{
s
euTDL; e
u
res(x) > s
Tframe − xTsym; o.w. , (28)
where TDL is time duration of a DL subframe. If
Ksym,DL =
R
R+1Ksym, where R =
TDL
TUL
is the downlink to
uplink subframe ratio, it is obvious that Ksym,DL < x ≤
Ksym denotes UL subframe and leads to eures(x) = 0,∀u.
Note that the UL interruptions through a transmission
are considered in the service time of the queueing nodes.
Routing probabilities of different customers turn out to
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be (0 ≤ u, u′ ≤ N, 0 ≤ x ≤ Ksym)
ru,out(x,s),(x+τˆu
(x,s)
,0) =
{
1; s < eures(x)
0; o.w. , (29)
ru,u
′
(x,s),(0,s−eures(x)) =
{
Pu,u′ ; e
u
res(x) < s
0; o.w. , (30)
where Pu,u′ is the transition probability from state u
to state u′ in the Markov chain presented in Section 3,
see (2)-(3) and Fig. 2. Therefore, the proposed model
takes into account the fact that the number of empty
slots in successive frames are dependent. As shown in
Fig. 5 customers of class (i′, 0), i′ = 1, ...,Ksym,DL (i.e.,
during a DL subframe) leave the network, because the
transmission is completed at the i′-th OFDM symbol at
the current DL subframe.
The transmission time of a packet that its transmission
has started at the i-th symbol, is the total residence
time of the arriving customer with class (i, SS) in the
queueing network (Fig. 5). Therefore, by using Little’s
law [28], the average transmission time (γi in (17)) of
such a typical packet is obtained by
γi =
N∑
u=0
∑
(x,s)
αu(x,s)
λ(i,SS)
τu(x,s), (31)
where αu(x,s) and λ(i,SS) denote the arrival rate of cus-
tomers of class (x, s) at node u, and the arrival rate
of customers of class (i, SS) at the queueing network,
respectively. Meanwhile, note that ending a packet trans-
mission and starting the next one (end of the next
contention) are close (this time interval is shown with
a dashed line in Fig. 1) because control signals among
SUs are transmitted in an independent control chan-
nel, so we assume that these two events occur in the
same frame. Therefore, the routing probability of the
arriving customers at the queueing network toward
a typical queueing node (see Fig. 5), rout,u(i,SS), and the
rate of customers departed from that node to the out
of the queueing network, αu,out(i′,0) , which is equal to∑
(i′′,s′′) α
u
(i′′,s′′)r
u,out
(i′′,s′′),(i′,0), are related as
rout,u(i,SS) =
Ksym,DL∑
i′=1
αu,out(i′,0)
λ(i,SS)
; 0≤u≤N. (32)
In order to find γi and βi,i′ for each packet transmission
with different starting times, we have to solve traffic
equations of QN (2) for each class (i, SS) of arriving
customers separately. The traffic equations can be written
as
αu(i,SS) = λ(i,SS)r
out,u
(i,SS)
; 1≤i≤Ksym, (33)
αu(0,s) =
N∑
u′=0
∑
(x′,s′)
αu
′
(x′,s′)r
u′,u
(x′,s′),(0,s); 1≤s≤SS , (34)
where ru
′,u
(x′,s′),(0,s) is the probability that a customer of
class (x′, s′) is converted to class (0, s) when departed
from node u′ and routed to node u, i.e., the transmission
has not ended at the current frame and it will resume
in the next frame. Note that λ(i,SS) is a dummy variable
and its value does not affect the value of the desired
parameters γi and βi,i′ .
Moreover, the parameter βi,i′ (the probability of end-
ing a packet transmission at the i′-th symbol over the
frame which has been started at the i-th symbol), is given
by
βi,i′ =
∑
u α
u,out
(i′,0)
λ(i,SS)
; 1≤i′≤Ksym. (35)
Obviously, since no transmission ends in the UL sub-
frame, βi,i′ = 0; ∀i′ > Ksym,DL. By solving the queueing
network in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we are able to solve (24)
and obtain the saturation throughput of the cognitive
network.
It is worth noting that in order to include SU packet
transmission in the UL opportunities in our proposed an-
alytical approach as well, since the traffic characteristics
of UL and DL subframes are different, we need to model
the opportunities at UL and DL subframes, separately.
In this respect, a two-dimensional Markov chain has to
be used instead of the Markov chain in Section 3 to
evaluate the empty slots in the DL and UL subframes.
However, the overall structure of QN (1) which repre-
sents the packet transmission process of a secondary
user remains the same and only the parameters related
to packet transmission time (service times and rout-
ing probabilities) would change. Moreover, some new
nodes are added to QN (2) which are used to estimate
the SUs packet transmission parameters in DL and UL
subframes. The new nodes correspond to the second
dimension of the proposed Markov chain for the primary
network. As indicated before, for the sake of simplicity
and importance of DL subframes, we ignore exploiting
opportunities in UL subframes.
It is important to note that a similar approach with
suitable parameters could be used to analytically eval-
uate the saturation throughput of the secondary users
in the presence of an LTE primary network as well.
Considering that OFDMA is used in LTE downlink
subframes too [3], the general approach of estimating the
saturation throughput in this paper would not change.
The LTE BS takes scheduling decisions at starting of
each subframe and PDCCH (physical downlink control
channel) carries scheduling assignment information for
users (like DL/UL MAP in WiMAX). With a specific
downlink/uplink configuration in LTE [29], the param-
eter values are considered accordingly.
5 NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we employ our analytical model and
derive the saturation throughput in different conditions.
To support our analysis, simulation results are also re-
ported. The parameters used for primary and secondary
networks are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2: Typical Parameter Values
Parameter Value
Tframe 5 (ms)
Number of subchannels 30
Ksym,DL 30,26,14
Frequency bandwidth 10 (MHz)
R 13
12
, 3
2
, 4
1
m 4
SP 10
SS 60
CB 55 (packets)
W0 4
The simulation of the network scenario has been done
in MATLAB environment. There are Ns WLAN nodes
as secondary users. Each node always has packets in
its buffer to send to AP (i.e., it is saturated). They
use IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to contend along the
time. The winner node starts packet transmission in the
empty slots of the WiMAX DL subframe. Simulation of
the primary network is similar to the analytical model
described in the paper. So, there is a finite buffer where
packets arrive with exponential inter-arrival time and
they are blocked if the buffer is full. Packets in the buffer
are scheduled to be sent in the coming DL subframe with
a finite number of slots. Horizontal striping algorithm is
used as the usual resource unit allocation algorithm in
simulations.
The reduction in saturation throughput of an SU with
increase of the packet arrival rate in the primary net-
work is observed in Fig. 6. In this plot, three different
downlink to uplink subframe ratios (R) are considered
(R = 32 ,
13
12 ,
4
1 ). In this figure, two sets of the results
corresponding to two number of secondary nodes (Ns =
10, 20) have been shown. As we observe in the figure,
when the DL to UL ratio is larger (e.g., 4), more resources
have been dedicated to downlink, so the decrease rate of
saturation throughput of SUs is smaller compared with
lower DL to UL ratio (e.g., 1.5).
In Figs. 7, 8, and 9 the saturation throughput of an SU
is plotted versus the number of SUs with R = 1312 , R =
3
2 ,
and R = 41 , respectively. The maximum number of SUs
with a specified minimum desired saturation throughput
is obtained from these figures. For example to have a
minimum saturation throughput of 20 (packets/sec) in
each SU, the number of users in the secondary network
should be less than 5, 13, and 18, with primary network
arrival rate 35, 25, and 10 (packets/frame), respectively
(R = 1312 ). However, for the last case (i.e., λp = 10
(packets/frame)) the corresponding number of users in the
secondary network should be less than 20 and 25 with
R = 32 and R =
4
1 , respectively. By observing Figs. 7, 8,
and 9, we infer that the number of maximum number
of SUs supported with a specific minimum saturation
throughput has a saturating behavior versus R, i.e., by
increasing R, we do not observe a significant increase in
the number of SUs.
Fig. 10 depicts the saturation throughput of the sec-
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Fig. 6: Saturation throughput of an SU versus primary network
packet arrival rate.
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ondary network versus the number of secondary nodes.
It can be seen that as the number of SUs increases, the
total saturation throughput of the secondary network
decreases due to more collisions among SUs. However,
when the WiMAX frames are heavily loaded, we observe
that the total saturation throughput of the secondary
network remains almost the same irrespective of the
number of SUs. Since in this situation, the length of
colliding interval compared to the length of successful
packet transmission becomes smaller,the throughput in-
crease due to larger number of SUs compensates the
degrading effect of the increased probability of collision.
To show the increased accuracy in our approach com-
pared with simplified analytical approach in [18], the
amount of mismatch between analytical and simulation
results for saturation throughput of an SU has been
illustrated in Fig. 11. As we observe by the proposed
analytical approach in this paper, we have reduced
the mismatch error from more than 18% to less than
3%. Thus, the detailed analysis of the scenario is very
effective in more accurate evaluation of the saturation
throughput. Roughly speaking, this high mismatch error
in [18] could lead to about 20% error in determining the
maximum number of SUs to have a minimum required
saturation throughput.
In Fig. 12 the average packet transmission times of
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Fig. 8: Saturation throughput of an SU versus the number of
secondary nodes (R = 3
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Fig. 9: Saturation throughput of an SU versus the number of
secondary nodes (R = 4
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an SU with different starting times are plotted with
R = 1312 and λp = 25(packets/frame) for horizontal and
vertical striping algorithms for WiMAX. Since it is more
likely that there is no empty slots in the initial columns
of DL subframe in the vertical striping, it is observed
that average transmission time for packet transmissions
started in the beginning of DL subframes (up to 0.5
msec approximately, in Fig. 12), is more compared to
the case of horizontal striping. While for the next few
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Fig. 10: Saturation throughput of the secondary network versus
the number of secondary nodes (R = 13
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Fig. 12: The average packet transmission times of an SU with
different starting times along the frame for horizontal and
vertical striping (R = 13
12
).
columns (0.5-2 msec in Fig. 12), since all the slots are
empty in the vertical striping algorithm, the average
packet transmission time is less in comparison with the
horizontal striping case. Furthermore, in columns near
or during the UL subframe (2-5 msec in Fig. 12), since
the initial columns of slots of the next DL subframe
in the vertical striping algorithm are fully occupied,
packet transmissions last further in average compared to
horizontal striping. It seems that if the opportunities of
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Fig. 13: Saturation throughput of an SU versus the number of
secondary nodes for horizontal and vertical striping algorithms
(R = 13
12
).
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Fig. 14: Saturation throughput of an SU of the proposed
algorithm and the contention-based MAC algorithm proposed
in [16] (R = 3
2
).
primary network are sporadic, the packet transmission
time for SUs is shorter in average. Fig. 13 confirms this
conclusion, as the saturation throughput for horizontal
striping case is more than saturation throughput when
vertical striping algorithm is used.
Moreover, we have compared the saturation through-
put of an SU in our considered scenario with an algo-
rithm similar to the contention-based MAC algorithm
proposed in [16], where SUs wait a random number
of exploitable WiMAX frames with exponential backoff
procedure. The results are shown in Fig. 14 for two
values of λp. As explained before, because of indepen-
dency of the time slots of our 802.11-based MAC algo-
rithm with the frame structure of WiMAX, exploiting the
empty slots of WiMAX is more efficient in our scenario,
with a cost of having a separate control channel.
6 CONCLUSION
Since the primary users and the resource allocation in
the primary network render opportunities for secondary
users, exact modeling of these issues is very impor-
tant in cognitive network evaluation. We considered a
WLAN based on IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol overlaid on
a primary WiMAX in TDD mode. By using a Markov
chain the number of empty slots at different frames
of WiMAX were probabilistically obtained. Then we
employed an open queueing network for evaluating the
packet transmission process of the secondary network. In
order to derive the saturation throughput as one of the
important performance metrics, we needed to compute
the average service time and routing probabilities at
different queueing nodes. Regarding random number of
empty slots at different frames and dependency between
the number of empty slots at consecutive frames, we
proposed a multi-class open queueing network that en-
abled us to derive the average transmission time of a
typical secondary packet as well as the probability that
a packet transmission will finish at each moment along
a frame. Then we derived the saturation throughput
of the secondary network in different conditions. We
also confirmed our analytical results by simulation. The
numerical results showed high accuracy of the proposed
analytical approach. Furthermore the comparison be-
tween the results for vertical and horizontal striping
algorithms showed that if opportunities in the primary
network are sporadic, the saturation throughput of SUs
is improved.
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